Bad Manners & Good Gossip - 27.04.07
The history below is from Michael Geiger. I wrote him that I would introduce it as
follows: "the well known homophiliac, harvey the invisible pookah bialy, recently
received this from his favorite fag he never fucked, gracias muchisimos."
His response:
“I don't know about the intro Harv. Some are not going to believe it. Especially Mark
and JP. They have both been jealous and angered by our relationship for some time and
are quite sure we are fucking no matter how much you deny it, cause that is just what
denialists do.
By the way, I hope you will clean up the words a bit before posting. Let me know if you
want me to do so as I wrote it all rather late and quickly. Some of it needs better
wording. Some needs shorter sentences.
I would send you a pic, Harvey, but I do not want to be the only attractive male on the
YBYL site.
Besides. It might actually turn you queer. Not to say you are not already a bit queer as it
is. But I would certainly not want to be responsible for the possible breakup of your
present relationship, or disturb your very close relationships with Mark or AL, as my
piercing and radiant eyes alone could quite possibly cause you, JP, Peter, Darin,
Andrew, Lee, or others to suddenly ditch and switch. Even Celia and Rebecca would be
at risk of becoming what we gays endearingly call the women who are endlessly
attracted to us, namely: fag hags.
And on top of all that, how would I ever sneak up on Moore and Company ??? what
with my mug shot plastered all over YBYL, and hence onto Moores upcoming 52 card
deck of most despicable denialists, even if I were, after being chosen on my looks alone,
selected for facing up the much coveted ace or king or jack of hearts cards. Though I do
realize that JP has seemingly threatened to keep me eternally demoted as a mere and
meaningless foot soldier such as the lowly deuce of spades card or such, once he sees
my pic and falls in love, well, you never know. I might even get you bumped a notch!”

“Hi Martin, Do You Remember Me from San Diego?
“Martin Delaney is about as pharma paid off of a shill as they come. His site at project
deform is nothing but dope peddling. Not a word of anything about health or wellness.
Not a word about avoiding drug abuse or seeking treatment for addiction or emotional
problems. Just a big ole pillarama for those inclined to kill themselves.
If you look at the "National Board of Governors", you will find Gallo, Volberding,
Robert Schooley, David Ho, Michael Gottlieb, and all of the other magic pill pushers
and pharma shills of NIAID. The entire operation is just another orchestration of AIDS
Inc under the blessings of NIAID and the ACTG drug trials pharma death pushers
group.

To me, as a gay man, I have always found this dope pusher to be absolutely disgusting
and pathetic. There is no difference between Delaney as a gay man pushing AIDS drugs
to our fellow gays, than there is with a Jewish guard at Auschwitz who would
encourage the panicked Jewish prisoners to come into the lovely shower room where
they will soon be gassed to death.
A couple of years ago, after the 2005 retroviral conference, Delaney came to town to
give a talk at our local gay center. When he comes to town, he is always followed
around by a cadre of various pharma company detail men peddling their own companies
HIV drugs that set up their own tables to push their poison pills. If it was not so
sickening, it would be quite amusing really, because Delaney acts as if everyone can't
see that he is a pharma puppet and profiteer purveying poisonous pills of lipodystrophy,
neuropathy, and deadly side effects.
At any rate, I waited patiently for Delaney to finish his spiel and drivel about the
retrovirus conference. When he finished, he asked the audience if they had any
questions. I leaped to my feet raised my hand, and said "I have a question Mr. Delaney".
In my raised hand was a copy of the LA Times. David Wilman, an ace reporter who had
exposed the 530 directors and scientists at the NIH who had been caught with their
undeclared hands in the pharma company cookie jars had just given me some fuel with
which to cook Delaney's goose in front of the pharma reps, AIDS drug caused and
lipodystrophy ravaged HIV positives, as well as others in attendance from the San
Diego community.
I called out: "Mr. Delaney. Just one thing. Tell us all what YOU have to say
about Dr. William Paul, the former "Director of the Office of AIDS Research",
who was in charge of ALL AIDS DRUG STUDIES FOR SEVERAL YEARS,
because he was just caught by the federal government, and just reported in the LA
Times* that Dr William Paul had taken 930 thousand dollars in only two years, in
undeclared stock and cash from drug companies in addition to his taxpayer paid
salary!
Delaney's eyes got huge. He broke into a cold sweat! He turned beet red, and yelled out
with anger: "It’s lies, It’s lies, it’s all lies. That reporter and the LA Times is just out
to get him and they lied about all of it. I know Dr. Paul myself for years now. I
know him myself. He drives an old beat up car, he doesn't have money"!
Martin quickly ran off the stage without answering another question or saying another
word.
Sure Martin, try again! Say something believable next time!
I and many others attending stood there dumbfounded by the stupidity of his answer,
and just cracked up laughing at Delaney in disbelief as Marty ran off the stage. Can you
believe he thinks the entire gay community is all that stupid and that naive to believe his
pharma paid lies. As if anyone there remotely believed Delaney that Dr. Paul Willam,
one of the former directors of the NIH HIV drug programs and one of the NIH's chief
scientists and directors, does not make even enough money to afford even a decent car!

Those poor boys at the NIH. They are all poverty cases according to Mr. Truthiness, the
good and honorable and self-righteous Martin Delaney.
But I really should thank Martin for his display of ignorant deceit. Several people that
worked in AIDS assistance realized what I had been telling them was true. A couple
quit the next day and joined the dissidents. Even the marketing rep for the local AIDS
drug pharmacy put in his own resignation as he told me right then and there he realized
what a bunch of crooks those that run, promote, and foster belief in HIV, AIDS, and the
drugs really are.
I can't wait till Mr. Project Deform, Martin Delaney, comes to town to speak at our gay
center again. There are a few more questions that even more people in the gay
community want to publicly ask him next time.
Thanks much,
Michael Geiger
* The following info on the case can be found at the LA Times site:
http://www.latimes.com/features/health/medicine/la-nanih3mar03,1,6922975.story?page=2&coll=la-health-medicine

Dr. William E. Paul, chief of the laboratory of immunology at the NIH's National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. Paul from 2000 to early 2004 accepted a
total of $380,000 in fees from Suntory Pharmaceuticals Research Lab and Novartis AG,
plus $40,000 in travel expenses from Novartis.
The records show that Paul had agreed to remain a consultant with the two companies
through 2011, with estimated total future fees of $470,000. Paul said Wednesday that he
had won a temporary exemption from the NIH director's office to continue consulting
for Novartis through March 11, in order to complete an assignment for the company.
Paul said that he opposed the NIH's new ban on compensation from the biomedical
companies. He said that he favored case-by-case reviews, "by a knowledgeable group."

